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for state passing to component I am receiving the number of results
as an input from the url, and I am trying to set it as a state variable.
I am having difficulty passing the variable to the component. I have
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from'react' import { connect } from'react-redux' import { getPosts,
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} from'react-router-dom' const search = (search) => { const {
dispatch, result } = this.props dispatch(getPosts(search)) return ()

=> { dispatch(getPosts('')) } } const getData = (search,
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that comprises such a coaxial coupler. 2. Description of the Related
Art Referring to FIG. 2, a conventional electric connector is disclosed

in U.S. Pat. No. 6,344,166. The electric connector includes a plug
and a receptacle. The plug is composed of an insulator 1, a plurality
of terminals 2, and a coaxial connector 3. The coaxial connector 3 is
disposed at an end of the plug. A plurality of conductive wire nuts 4
are formed as internal components of the coaxial connector 3. The
conductive wire nuts 4 have a proximal end that protrudes from the

end of the plug. A female electric connector (not shown) can be
connected to the proximal end of the coaxial connector 3. A male

electric connector (not shown) can be connected to the female
electric connector. The female electric connector has a cylindrical

portion 5. The cylindrical portion 5 has a plurality of female
conductive terminal receiving cavities (not shown) that are formed

at an end of the cylindrical portion 5. The cylindrical portion 5 is
inserted into a cylindrical interior space of the proximal end of the
plug. Each cavity receives one conductive terminal of the female

electric connector. A proximal end portion of each conductive
terminal penetrates through a bottom end face of the cavity. A

distal end portion of each conductive terminal is exposed outside
the cavity. A tip portion of the conductive terminal is inserted into a
through-hole 6 of the insulator 1 of the plug. The through-hole 6 of
the insulator 1 is formed along an axis of the cavity. The through-

hole 6 is communicated with a coaxial interior space of the proximal
end of the plug. A dist 6d1f23a050
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